Casegoods
Office, Conference and Collaborative
Creating a framework for different work styles in private or open spaces

Classic or contemporary office suites

Furniture that supports both individual and group needs

Work is anywhere and everywhere these days.
Atlas

Timeless, Classic Styling

Contemporary and modular design perfect for the executive office.

With two tone colorations you can tailor Atlas to other room elements, such as floors and walls. Accessory wall, tack boards, and additional add-on tailer offices to individual needs. Optional center drawers and keyboard supports available. Extensive conference furnishings and storage units provide excellent solutions for a wide range of meeting areas. Tables available with rectact, rectangular and round tops.

Modularity = Flexibility

With hundreds of modular components, Atlas can be configured to accommodate varying building structures, office designs, and individual preferences. Ideal for private and open offices, reception and conference area, plus storage/filing situations.
Hyperwork

Collaboration Means Productivity

Curved Corner Desk allows face-forward computer use while providing easy computer pull-up and full access to work surface. Wire management allows convenient pass-thru for concealed routing of wires under the work surface.

S301
Claudia Club Chair
34" W x 31" D x 33" H

HW CT48
Coffee Table
48" W x 24" D x 18" H

HVDW4048BC
Buffet Credenza
64" W x 24" D x 24" H
Hyperwork presents an extensive collection with hundreds of modular components for all areas of your fast-paced business environment. Hyperwork design flexibility, adapts to various room layouts, architectural elements and personal work preferences and requirements.

Quality Makes the Difference

AdvantEdge provides a smooth soft-rolled top edge banding and durability for the rigors of today’s businesses. MultiFile Cabinets, credenzas and returns feature box, file and lateral file drawers plus “Hot Projects” pocket area. Filing hardware is pre-installed with fixed front-to-back rails and adjustable side-to-side rails.

Hyperwork Conference Table
96" W x 48" D x 29" H

Media Overhead Wall
108" W x 24" D x 65" H
Hyperwork

Defining Spaces

Furniture within educational spaces must support evolving approaches to learning. Factors that influence innovation and collaboration lead to more inspiring spaces. Matrix touchdown tables and Flex ottomans coordinate with Hyperwork Education cubbies to define activity hubs that provide gathering and recharging areas. Storage cabinets with or without doors in single, double or triple widths offer a flexible and modular approach. Cubbies also double as room dividers with finished backs to optimize space regardless of room size.

H_3-2 3x2 Open Ottoman/Cubby Storage
37” W x 20” D x 53.75” H

H_2-2 2x2 Cubby Storage with Doors
37” W x 20” D x 37.5” H

H_1-1 1x1 Open Ottoman/Cubby Storage
19” W x 20” D x 21.25” H
Hyperwork

Modular Storage for Education

Hyperwork Education storage cabinets are designed to create adaptable and flexible perimeter storage. Select open shelving, drawer storage, doors or even combinations of each option. Hyperwork Education can be adapted to the specific needs of a school or individual classroom by adding a door to conceal or secure personal items. The addition of shelves to cubbies transforms the storage area into bin or tub storage for younger students.

H_30109 Base Drawer/Closed Cabinet
H_34109 Base Drawer/Open Cabinet
30”W x 24”D x 30”H

H_2-3
2 x 3 Open Ottoman/Cubby Storage
55”W x 27”D x 31.5”H (shown with shelves)

H_1-3
1 x 3 Open Ottoman/Cubby Storage
55”W x 27”D x 21.25”H (shown with cushion)

H_3L
Triple Locker Storage (shown with doors)
Triple Locker Storage
55”W x 20”D x 37.5”H
Vision

Modern, Clean, Fresh
Vision is the coming together of all the best in American manufacturing technology and European design influence. An ergonomic line of office furniture that’s as comfortable to work with as it is beautiful and as advanced as the best ideas of tomorrow. Modular and flexible components are ideally suited for business large, small and at home. Private office spaces with ample storage options maximize every square foot of space.

Modular and Flexible
Modular components provide flexibility in teaming environments to easily adapt to growing and changing work force. Media stations, teaming boards, console tables and more provide formal or impromptu meeting spaces.
Vitality

Collaborative work areas with transitional coordinates with executive or open plan designs. An extensive selection of pedestal configurations to address all areas and levels of an organization with one collection of finely crafted casegoods. Tops are high pressure laminate for executive level perception and front-line performance. Solid wood edges are shaped and finished for a handcrafted appearance.

Bringing new life to your work space

Components ship fully assembled with dowels, glue, wood cleats, metal brackets and screws to ensure years of use.

Durability that Lasts

Components ship fully assembled with dowels, glue, wood cleats, metal brackets and screws to ensure years of use.

Functionality that Performs

Desk pedestals offer sturdy case-in-shell construction creating long-term drawer durability or full pedestal units featuring executive-width drawers for additional storage and filing space. All models available in Mahogany and Windsor Cherry woodgrain thermally fused laminate on vertical surfaces with high pressure laminate tops.
Bedford

Classic Styling, Modern Function
Bedford brings old world elegance to the contemporary office with a complete collection of office, conference and reception solutions. High pressure laminate tops feature solid hardwood edges that withstand everyday abuse from chair "bumps." Bridges and returns feature common grain direction and reversed coved edges for a matched woodgrain direction usually found only on the most expensive furnishings.

Conference and Collaboration
Conferencing support items in Bedford include credenzas, occasional tables, AV cabinets, lecterns and visual boards. Enhance any traditional environment with beautifully crafted lounge and office HPFi seating products.